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This is my 1st book by Irene Vartanoff i really enjoyed this
romantic book which consists of Sara, who s had a long crush
on Lucas, who s a director David, his rival The characters were
well written with a nice backdrop of Mexico the movie business.
This was the first book I read by Irene Vartanoff and I really
enjoyed it.Sara is an interesting character, at first she is still a
bit naive, but as the story unfolds, she can show her strength
Lucas Steel is also an interesting character, but his attitudes
are really strange about everything And when Lucas s rival
appears in history, David, things get really interesting David is
not just a pretty face in Hollywood, he has his feelings and also
suffered with the death of Lucas s ex wife and his girlfriend at
the time And when David and Sara begin to get together,
things get even interesting.This is a very well written story and
with complex and interesting characters.I received a copy of
this book and voluntarily reviewed it. Stand Alone Sweet
Contemporary Romance Hollywood Film Editor Sara Finer Has
Loved Brilliant Movie Director Lucas Steel From Afar For Years
Now She Finally Has A Chance To Win His Heart When She S
Sent To His New Mexico Desert Retreat, But There S A Catch
Lucas Abandoned His Career After The Accidental Death On
Location Of His Ex Wife Sara S Mission Is To Convince Him To
Finish The Film A Hot Button Issue Made Hotter By The
Sudden Appearance Of His Bitterest Rival I received an ARC
of this book in return for my honest review I really like the book,
the emotions the author put into this book and the characters
were well thought out Very high maintenance people, what you
think some actors and directors would be like Then put in a
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tragic accident that kills someone you loved what would
happen to you Sara now has a second chance to get her lost
love back, is it what she wants She has been sent by her boss
to help Lucas finish a movie starring his dead ex wife who he
still loves and he does not want to see the film finished
because he blames himself for her death Lucas has become a
recluse Then the author puts in a twist, the ex wife s lover
comes into the picture, he too wants to see the picture made A
complicated love story There are a lot of twist and turns in this
book I will be recommending this book to my friends and
family. I received an ARC copy of this book in return for my
honest review.This was my first foray into an Irene Vartanoff
book and I was pleasantly surprised I found the book easy to
get into, the characters were very Hollywood Sara Finer
discovers the difference between fanciful obsession and true
love and in the process she helps the three men in her life find
what they each need It was well written and engaged the
emotions as each character faced their demons I will definitely
be reading of Irene s work. I received an ARC of this book and
am voluntarily writing a fair and honest review.Irene Vartanoff
is a new to me author who writes an amazing story that is filled
with a range of emotions Second Chance Reunion is a story
about a youthful crush that has ruled Sara s life for many years
and now she has the chance to reunite with the object of her
affection However, due to a tragedy, Lucas is not the same
man that Sara knew Lucas was devastated by the death of his
ex wife and is now a bitter recluse Sara s job is to finish the
movie in which the death occurred but Lucas is fighting her at
every step Then add to the fray Lucas former rival and the
emotions are even explosive This is a story that will keep you
enthralled until the very end with many twists and turns. A
refreshing and thought provoking take on contemporary
romance from new to me author, Irene Vartanoff As soon as I
started reading, I was completely intrigued by the complex
characters and drawn into the middle of the story with insight
into the filming world, surprising twists, and the beautiful
backdrop of New Mexico If you re like me, you won t be able to
put the book down I look forward to reading by this talented
author I voluntarily reviewed an advance reader copy of this
book. Second Chance Reunion by Irene Vartanoff is a very
sweet romantic read This was the first work that I have read by
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this new author Irene has created believable characters as well
as a wonderful setting at a ranch in New Mexico I recommend
this book for anyone looking for new romance writers. I
received an ARC from the author, and this is my honest and
voluntary review.If Second Chance Reunion was produced as
a play or a movie, it would probably be categorised as a
Drama, and the men in this novel are all about Drama with a
capital D Caught up in a love triangle Jennifer, who was David
s lover and Lucas ex wife, dies on a movie set during a tragic
accident It would appear that neither man has been able to
move forward Lucas is determined to bury the movie together
with his ex wife, and David is just as determined to resurrect it,
and see it to completion Sara, a film editor, is sent into this mix
to persuade Lucas that the film needs to be edited and
completed She has her own memories of a time when there
was a possibility of a romance with Lucas, and she has always
held a candle for him, hoping that he would turn back to her
However, as they say, be careful what you wish for Sara uses
all her negotiation skills to get through to Lucas, but David
turns up and the fat is in the fire From then on, Sara has far to
deal with than trying to piece a movie together.Although I found
the attitude of the two men less than desirable, the setting and
descriptions of New Mexico were beautiful, and the detail that
goes into film making is interesting Sara seemed a little
immature to start with, but as the male posturing increased,
Sara discovered inner reserves and began to take charge of
the situation, ultimately discovering where her heart really lay
The book was also well written with good use of language, and
easy to read. Hollywood film editor Sara Finer loved brilliant
movie director Lucas Steel from afar for years Now she finally
has a chance to win his heart when she s sent to his New
Mexico desert retreat Lucas abandoned his career after the
accidental death of his ex wife Sara s mission is to convince
him to finish the film A hot button issue made hotter by the
sudden appearance of his bitterest rival, David Lucas and
David were both stuck on Jennifer as the ex and the current
man It was frustrating that they both knew her flaws and were
still set on placing her on a pedal stool of virtue, even to this
day That Lucas was continuing to pine over her to the
detriment of himself and his career was unrealistic Both men
also used Sara and her immaturity against her and each other
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Her continued infatuation with Lucas should have shattered
sooner and her lust toward David was very unexpected I
voluntarily reviewed a copy of this book.
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